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LAS VEGAS and CHICAGO, Oct. 24, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- SG Interactive's Sword of Destiny™
introduces epic fantasy to the online gaming space. Bringing the magic aesthetic of the landbased original to online gaming, Sword of Destiny ushers players into a world of dynamic
bonus rounds and remarkable visuals. Based on popular card games and role-playing games,
Sword of Destiny is made to appeal to a fan-base familiar with epic online fantasy games.

Sword of Destiny is packed with engaging features and bonus games. The reel array varies
between 5x3 and 5x5; during the base game, the reels randomly expand upwards, adding two
additional rows and 25 new pay lines. This also launches one of three features: Clumped Wilds,
Random Wilds, or Symbol Upgrade. Each enhances the possibility for big wins and injects the
reels with eye-catching art and animation.
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Tom
Wood, VP and Chief Product
Of cer, B2B for SG Interactive said, "Sword of Destiny was

unique as a land-based title for Scienti c Games, and we're excited to bring it to the real
money online space. This game stands out as a premiere portrait mode title that captures the
aura of a high fantasy world and is unlike anything we currently have in our portfolio."

Two bonus games highlight the Sword of Destiny experience and make full use of the game's
portrait orientation. The Free Games Bonus, triggered by three scattered X-Zone™ symbols,
applies a multiplier to each winning combination. Different multipliers can apply to new
winning combinations, maximizing anticipatory gameplay.

The Temple Tower Jackpot feature ignites when three scattered bonus symbols land on reels
one, three, and ve. A ladder with 16 steps appears on screen, containing credit prizes and
static jackpots. Players pick three stones, each of which awards between one and six steps up
the ladder. When no more picks remain, the prize on the highest step the player reached is
awarded. The Temple Tower offers a riveting and satisfying mechanic that expands the scope of
the game world and introduces the possibility of huge wins.

Sword of Destiny brings a fully featured land-based theme to the online space with a high
fantasy look and feel, amazing bonus rounds, and riveting features. The title launches with
online operators in October 2017.

About Scienti c Games
Scienti c Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is the global leader in technology-based
gaming systems, table games, table products and instant ticket games and a leader in
products, services and content for gaming, lottery and interactive markets. Scienti c Games
delivers what customers and players value most: trusted security, creative content, operating
ef ciencies and innovative technology. Today, we offer customers a fully integrated portfolio of
technology platforms, robust systems, engaging content and unrivaled professional services.
For more information, please visit www.scienti cgames.com.
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Scienti c Games: Susan Cartwright +1 702-532-7981
Vice President, Corporate Communications
susan.cartwright@scienti cgames.com

Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scienti c Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning
of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be
identi ed by words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon
management's current expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of
timing, future results or performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forwardlooking statements as predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from
those contemplated in these statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other
factors, including those factors described in our lings with the SEC, including the Company's
current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on
Form 10-K led with the SEC on March 3, 2017 (including under the headings "Forward Looking
Statements" and "Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are
made and, except for Scienti c Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities
laws, Scienti c Games undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking
statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

SOURCE Scienti c Games Corporation
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